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Abstract
Purpose: The purpose of this review article is to describe the benefits and challenges associated with massive open online courses (MOOCs) and to discuss the implications specific to medical imaging education and training. Methods: Peer-reviewed journal articles pertaining to MOOCs in higher education were analyzed to identify commonalities, relationships, and possible gaps in the literature. Results: Analysis revealed several repetitive themes and concepts regarding the use of MOOCs in higher education: theory of connectivism, instructors’ and students’ perspectives, and benefits and challenges. Implications for medical imaging education and training were also discussed. Conclusions: As web-based education and technology integration continue to increase, innovative approaches, such as MOOCs, will continue to develop. As higher education institutions continue experimenting with MOOCs, opportunities to engage individuals as lifelong learners will rise. Medical imaging students can use MOOCs to refine skills to prepare for an upcoming course along with the possibility of completing continuing education requirements.

INTRODUCTION
Online courses provide a significant amount of enrollment within higher education institutions. In fact, many higher education institutions offer programs with only an online component. As web-based education and technology integration continue to increase, innovative approaches to deliver online learning will also occur. One such approach is the massive open online course (MOOC). As the name suggests, MOOCs are designed so hundreds and even thousands of individuals with no limit to geographical location are able to participate in a course, usually free of charge.

The first MOOC was implemented in 2008 with 25 paid enrollments (for credit) and approximately 2,200 noncredit, non-fee paying students. The course was titled “Connectivism and Connective Knowledge” and quickly gained attention by some prominent universities. In 2012, MOOCs were recognized as a popular mode of learning in the online environment with a plethora of courses ranging from computer science to philosophy and fine arts to medicine.

Since MOOCs generally provide free access, participants enroll for a variety of reasons including a desire to learn about a new topic or to extend current knowledge, simple curiosity about MOOCs and how they operate, or possibly the need for personal challenge. As higher education institutions continue experimenting with MOOCs, opportunities to engage individuals as lifelong learners will rise. The purpose of this literature review is to describe the benefits and challenges associated with MOOCs and to discuss the implication in medical imaging education and training.

METHODS
Multiple databases were used to obtain sources for this literature review including Academic Search Complete, Computer Source, Education Source, E-Journals, ERIC, PsycINFO, and Science & Technology Collection. The initial searches were limited to peer-reviewed journal articles published between 2011 and 2016. The searches used a combination of the following key words: MOOCs, benefits and challenges with MOOCS, lifelong learning, perceptions of MOOCs, trends in online learning, and
connectivism. In addition, the reference lists of the articles obtained from the initial searches were reviewed to locate additional relevant sources. Several articles dated earlier than 2011 were used because of the significance related to the theory of connectivism. Several textbooks were also used to complement the scholarly sources.

All of the sources were analyzed to identify the major themes in the literature. Repetitive themes and concepts became the major headings for this literature review, and a synthesis matrix was completed to plan and organize the manuscript to demonstrate how the sources were related and how they differed.

THEORY OF CONNECTIVISM
Siemens presented an emerging learning theory in the early 2000s combining earlier, more established theories. Connectivism recognizes 4 concepts: chaos (everything is connected), network (connections between entities such as groups, computers, and courses), complexity (small adjustments in initial conditions may result in great changes in outcomes), and self-organization (initial hazy or unclear conditions allow the learner to form clear patterns of behaviors or ideas). Siemens also cited major benefits of connectivism that included discovering new information rather than using past knowledge alone and making connections between smaller sets of information to form larger sets.

Regarding MOOCs, Wang and Baker characterized Siemens’ theory of connectivism as an important piece of the learning environment and defined the learners’ roles as significant connectors in the knowledge development cycle, adding complexity to the already diverse landscape of learner motivation. Liyanagunawardena, Adams, and Williams analyzed 13 case studies of MOOCs; 3 of those focused on connectivism and connective knowledge as the primary learning theory used with the MOOC development. DeWaard et al reviewed several studies of connectivism and MOOCs, and found by reason of construction, students began learning initially by connecting with the course and with fellow students. As the MOOC progressed, students used connectivist theory skills to find and filter information. According to Liyanagunawardena, Adams, and Williams, MOOCs emerged from connectivist theory because of its fluidity and openness, allowing students to make connections outside of the learning environment.

The theory of connectivism can easily be used in medical imaging education and training as well as other allied health professions. DeWaard et al suggested these communities of learning help maintain existing connections and cultivate new ones. Medical imaging students work in a community of learning where they practice positioning skills on each other in simulation laboratories prior to performing diagnostic examinations in the clinical setting. The students have the opportunity to develop and refine their positioning skills within the community of learning before having to perform examinations on patients in the clinical environment. In addition, medical imaging students may be exposed to trauma situations in the clinical setting where alternative positions and views may be required to complete the examination because of the condition of the patient. The students can apply their existing knowledge learned in the community to generate alternative approaches to obtain the necessary images without compromising patient care.

INSTRUCTORS’ AND STUDENTS’ PERCEPTIONS
Cole and Timmerman surveyed 84 undergraduate students who participated in a variety of MOOCs at a large urban university. While the student participants believed MOOCs helped with lifelong learning, they questioned the reliability of the information presented and struggled with communication in the online environment. The students complained of not knowing their classmates well enough to ask each other for help or discuss the lesson and difficulty receiving one-to-one assistance from the instructor. As evident in the surveys, the enrollment size made it difficult for the course instructor to communicate effectively to all participants. Incidentally, another study surveyed 15 undergraduate students who participated in a MOOC specific to education majors and discovered students were satisfied with the instructor’s response timeliness but were less satisfied with the interactions with other learners. While this study was limited in sample size, neither research study indicated the enrollment size of the MOOCs the students participated in which is an important factor to consider.

Chen and Chen conducted a 6-week MOOC study group and found the student participants increased their thinking, cultural awareness, and motivation for learning. The students also developed a strong sense of community by openly sharing thoughts and helping each other during the study group sessions. These interactions were not demonstrated in other research studies. Conversely, Hew and Cheung noted students did not like the use of peer review for assignments mainly because participation in the course was voluntary, and some participants dropped the course once the content they were particularly interested in was covered. Because of varied interests in enrolling in the MOOC, students found it difficult to interact with other participants and receive adequate feedback.

The literature was limited regarding instructors’ perceptions of MOOCs. Many instructors offered MOOCs because they were intrigued, wanted a larger, diverse audience, and wanted to increase their personal reputation. Even with the massive
enrollments, instructors believed they were able to engage students by recording lectures, allowing students to determine the course outline, and using video chat rooms to answer questions. Another study acknowledged how students enjoyed the recorded lectures online which helped to improve their engagement and develop a rapport with the instructor.

Regarding the use of MOOCs in medical imaging education and training, it is important to consider the perceptions of instructors and students. Specifically, instructors need to have an established support system in place so students perceive the massive learning environment to be beneficial and engaging. This support system should emphasize the importance of networking and connecting with classmates so the open, online experience is conducive to successful learning for all participants.

**BENEFITS FOR STUDENTS**

Since the evolution of the Internet, students in one country can more easily take courses online from institutions anywhere in the world. Since many MOOCs are free, students who would not otherwise be able to pursue higher education have an opportunity to acquire higher level knowledge. MOOCs provide students in even the most underdeveloped countries to link to the outside world and gain new knowledge or hone currently held skills. These learning opportunities also provide students with new social experiences which may prepare them for future challenges. Bucovetchi et al reported students who enrolled in a MOOC demonstrated ambitiousness and confidence that prepared them to advance in their companies. Miller reported MOOCs allowed students to experience life-long learning and use these experiences to gain professional knowledge.

Literature indicated MOOCs can act much like social media, where student discussions expand social experiences for students who participate. El-Hmoudova and Alraimi et al found the use of YouTube videos allowed for deeper interaction outside of the online classroom and formed a great number of social bonds. Chen and Chen stated students in one study group formed from a MOOC expanded their social experiences by learning about the struggles of their classmates; those shared experiences motivated students to complete the course and kept them determined to take another MOOC in the future. The researchers also noted students indicated their knowledge expanded through their group interactions as they gained different perspectives about the content.

MOOCs not only provide content learning and socialization opportunities, they also provide the learners with a sense of accomplishment. Hew and Cheung reported some students viewed taking a MOOC as a personal challenge to see if they could complete a difficult course from a prestigious university; others viewed taking MOOCs as a hobby, trying to collect as many certificates as possible. These findings can be related to Liyanagunawardena et al who reported students who were involved in discussions in one MOOC felt a sense of pride in their work and were more likely to take MOOCs in the future. Additionally, Daniel reported knowledge gained from MOOCs can be used to customize and create new content. For example, some students in one basic information technology (IT) course at Massachusetts Institute of Technology used that knowledge and developed a more advanced IT course.

Medical imaging students can benefit from enrolling in MOOCs as well. Since MOOCs bring learners together from all over the world, students can form bonds with other medical imaging and allied health students to deepen their learning experiences. Furthermore, allowing students to learn at their own pace, following their own schedule in a more formal, convenient setting can be a valuable educational experience.

**BENEFITS FOR INSTRUCTORS AND INSTITUTIONS**

Literature indicated the primary benefit for offering MOOCs is name recognition of the institution. Simply put, institutions feel if they make MOOCs attractive by offering certificates of completion (at a reduced fee) and/or free courses, they spotlight their degree programs for recruiting and retaining students. Ensuring high quality MOOCs offerings can also increase the reputation of an institution.

Instructors who teach MOOCs also reap some benefit from this online format. MOOCs are tools for educators, as they can experiment with technology to reach a diverse student population with a multitude of learning styles. Feedback can be easily automated for quick dissemination to students, and short videos delivering content can keep students engaged.

For medical imaging educators, MOOCs offer an easy approach to take basic course content and materials and make them accessible to anyone online. Although some educators may see MOOCs as a threat to traditional learning, medical imaging educators can use them to complement their courses and help students improve basic skills. For example, a MOOC on medical terminology could be used in conjunction with a pathophysiology or radiographic pathology course to help reinforce instruction. Ultimately, there are many benefits to offering MOOCs for students, instructors, and institutions.
CHALLENGES
While it is apparent MOOCs provide multiple benefits for students, instructors, and entire institutions, it should be understood many challenges exist with this type of online learning format. One of the challenges for implementing MOOCs is students do not always complete courses. Several research studies reported completion rates of approximately 10%.\textsuperscript{12,18-21} Several reasons for this trend have been postulated. El-Hmoudova expressed concerns about students having complete control over how much and when they were engaged in MOOCs.\textsuperscript{20} He found when students were the sole deciders of interaction and engagement, incompletion rates increased. Miller indicated a lower completion rate for online education, and part of the reason was lack of support services in online education than that which is typically found in face-to-face environments.\textsuperscript{17} These findings fell in line with Daniel’s study who reported when support systems were in place, student retention increased.\textsuperscript{21}

Support systems were not always the issue. Wang and Baker determined if students were enrolled in the MOOC only for access to the content materials and not necessarily for the mastery of the content, they were more likely to not complete the course.\textsuperscript{11} They suggested it appeared students only wanted the information and were not concerned with a completion grade. Related to content accessibility, a study reported certain MOOCs had a higher retention rate than others.\textsuperscript{24} When content is more interesting, engaging, enjoyable, and designed for all abilities, students have higher course completion rates.\textsuperscript{3,20,24} Specifically, researchers found students tend to remain more engaged in gamification versus poetry because of interest and types of activities; interestingly, in all courses they surveyed, they found lectures and other activities were accessed more than quizzes, even quizzes embedded in video lectures.\textsuperscript{24} Price and Tovar echoed this study’s findings and reported course design and types of activities were related to how engaged students were in the courses.\textsuperscript{25}

Other unique challenges for institutions providing MOOCs were related to the issues of quality and sustainability, particularly when the courses were offered for free. Prestige is an important factor institutions to consider when deciding to offer MOOCs.\textsuperscript{3,19,20} However, Daniel and El-Hmoudova cautioned when course offerings lack educational rigor, the institutions’ reputations may be damaged.\textsuperscript{20,21}

Associated with the quality concern is how MOOCs are validated.\textsuperscript{18} Because little information is available regarding how or if MOOCs are accredited, a glaring question as to accuracy and relevancy of content remains.\textsuperscript{12,21} As Atiaja and Proenza noted, a prestigious name does not necessarily mean the MOOCs are of high quality.\textsuperscript{3} Agreeing with Daniel’s findings, Atiaja and Proenza also explained lack of standardized accreditation practices fail to provide validation of content mastery.\textsuperscript{3,21} Liyanagunawardena et al also noted even though some institutions award certificates of completion, college credits are not awarded, and content mastery still may not be validated.\textsuperscript{12}

Another challenge in offering MOOCs is instructors with poor teaching practices can hide them more easily online.\textsuperscript{6} Lack of clear instruction, lack of facilitator presence, and lack of feedback and support are poor teaching practices that have been associated with MOOCs, and students may discover these issues only after beginning the courses.\textsuperscript{3,6}

Connected to financial concerns needing to be addressed is the issue of sustainability for free or low-cost MOOCs. Daniel and El-Hmoudova concluded most universities do not have a business model in place to sustain their MOOCs programs, particularly institutions not awarding certificates of completion.\textsuperscript{20,21} Suggestions for academic partnerships (APs) have been made, involving outside entities that conduct student recruitment for the MOOCs and receive a small percentage of any fee collected.\textsuperscript{21} These APs provide support services for the students, which leads to increased retention and completion rates.\textsuperscript{21}

The realization of MOOCs is that the concept was implemented to reach massive numbers of students, especially for those students who have little or no access to traditional learning. A consideration to be made, however, is if students have no access to reliable Internet services, they will not have access to MOOCs.\textsuperscript{18} The infrastructure must be provided by the offering institutions so all students have access.\textsuperscript{18} Some partnerships have been created providing underprivileged communities with MOOCs technology, teaching these groups to be self-sufficient, thriving populations.\textsuperscript{18,26}

When deciding whether to use a MOOC, it is important for instructors to consider the challenges associated with this massive learning environment. Instructors, especially medical imaging educators, should be aware of low completion rates as well as validity concerns and capitalize on strategies to lessen those obstacles.

IMPLICATIONS FOR MEDICAL IMAGING EDUCATION AND TRAINING
Specific to medical imaging education and training, MOOCs can be implemented in several ways. First, MOOCs can provide an avenue for medical imaging students to sharpen their skills and knowledge. Students may want to refine their research or data analysis skills before taking an applied research or statistics course in a medical imaging program; students may also want to
polish their anatomy identification and important anatomical landmarks to prepare for an anatomy and positioning course. A MOOC provides students with the opportunity to review previously learned content, improving their knowledge and understanding, to prepare for upcoming classes taken for credit.

Another implication involves offering continuing education via MOOCs. Rai and Chunrao cited job and career requirements as a reason some MOOCs are successful as the learners are motivated and interested in courses providing information to enhance professional skills.27 Providing continuing education courses in the MOOC format could reach many medical imaging technologists. Because MOOCs could reach a great number of healthcare practitioners as well as the public, important, updated information could be easily disseminated.28

One issue medical imaging instructors should consider is ensuring support systems are in place for MOOC participants. If students feel they have instructor support, their experiences will be positive, and they will more likely continue with other MOOCs, no matter the discipline.11,17,21 Since this is a new educational venture for medical imaging programs, one suggestion would be to allow multiple instructors to teach a MOOC to ensure students receive feedback and assistance in a timely manner.

With a large number of students in a MOOC, academic honesty might be difficult to monitor. Researchers explored online proctoring through specialized proctoring companies as one way to limit cheating.29 They further recommended the use of webcams, keyboard stroke monitoring, and gaze tracking as ways to reduce cheating without increasing costs for the student.29 There are also online proctoring companies that monitor online assessments.

Although the use of MOOCs in medical imaging education and training is not well documented, the implications are evident. There is a need to conduct original research and assess the use of MOOCs in medical imaging education and training.

CONCLUSION
MOOCs have the ability to reach hundreds and even thousands of learners regardless of location. Grounded in the theory of connectivism, MOOCs allow students to increase their thinking, cultural awareness, and motivation for learning by offering opportunities to connect and interact within a large, diverse class. As expected, challenges with completion rates, support systems, and quality of instruction abound with the implementation of MOOCs.

While instructors and students verbalize both positive and negative perceptions along with various benefits and challenges, the implication of MOOCs in medical imaging education and training must be addressed. Medical imaging students can use MOOCs to refine skills to prepare for an upcoming course along with the possibility of completing continuing education requirements as a registered technologist. Ultimately, MOOCs have the potential to engage individuals as lifelong learners.
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